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Glass	phenomenology	



Mechanical	yield	in	amorphous	solids	can	
be	catastrophic	



Many	amorphous	solids	fail	mechanically	in	the	
same	way!	



We are seeking a universal language 
to describe the transition

The same basic phenomenology appears irrespective of the
microscopic interaction potential!

What is the difference in material before and after yield?



Plas:city	in	crystalline	materials	



Glasses	are	disordered	like	liquids	



So what is plasticity in amorphouas solids?
Malandro and Lacks ‘99; Maloney and Lemaitre ‘06 





In two dimensions: 





The energetic argument

Phys.Rev. Lett.,109 25502 (2012). 
Phys. Rev. E, 87, 022810 (2013) Phys. Rev. E., 88, 022310 (2013) 





How to construct an order parameter that will do the job?

Consider two different configurations of a glassy material



Start with a glass-former in the liquid state at some temperature above
the glass transition.

Quench to T=0. 

Heat up to a low temperature (in our case T=0.2) much 
below the glass transition.

Picking up one configuration, randomize the velocities 500 times
with Boltzmann weight and quench again to T=0. This creates one

“patch” of configurations. 

Repeat and create 100 patches





Yield is a “stressed ergodization”



Since we have enough initial configurations, we can consider the 
probability of the order parameter, averaged over the realizations



G. Parisi, IP, C. Rainone, M. Singh
              PNAS June 2017
  





Note that in thermal systems a spinodal point                   
cannot be stabilized!



Thank you!





R. Dasgupta, H. G. E. Hentschel and I. Procaccia,
 Phys.Rev. Lett.,109 25502 (2012)
Ashwin J., O. Gendelman, I. Procaccia, C. Shor, 
Phys. Rev. E., 88, 022310 (2013).







Generalization to 3 dimensions

An Eshelby circle generalizes to an Eshelby sphere
but in fact remains 2-dimensional!

An line of Eshelby quadruoples generalizes to a plane of 
Eshelby ellipsoids

The calculation predicts that the minimal energy arrangement 
is for quadrupoles  living on a triangular lattice  on the 

localization plane 





Thank	you!	



What	is	the	difference	between	the	
state	of	ma@er	before	and	aAer	yield?	





We know that the energy drops in plastic events before yield are
“small”, scaling like N0  . 

We also know that after the yield the energy drops in the plastic 
events are “large”, scaling like N1/3  .


